This paper presents a resolution enhancement algorithm in an asymmetric resolution stereo video for improving the video resolution. In this stereo video architecture, a scene is captured by two cameras to form two views, one view is a lower-resolution video and the other is a full-resolution video. The goal is to enhance the lower-resolution video to a full-resolution video. In the lower-resolution video, frames synchronized with full-resolution video are enhanced via disparity estimation algorithm, while the rest frames are improved by mono-view video super-resolution based on key frames method. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective for both visual and objective qualities.
Introduction
Nowadays, with the development of image/video processing techniques and display techniques, high resolution and quality videos become more widespread than 20 years ago. While, due to the limited network bandwidth, especially in wireless network, raw videos should be compressed with a high compression ratio, the highquality videos are converted to the low-quality ones.
Since that, quality enhancement process for low-quality videos is needed to improve user experience. Video superresolution is one of the promising approaches for improving visual quality. It is a process to create a high-resolution (HR) video sequence from a low-resolution (LR) video sequence, which is applying high correlation between mono-view LR frames to extract effective information for the compensation.
Video super-resolution algorithms are ubiquitously used for mono-view video enhancement [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Among the video super-resolution algorithms, one strategy is to reconstruct the HR frames in a mixed resolution framework (a mono-view mixed resolution video has both HR frames and LR frames). Brandi et al. had a superresolution algorithm for the mixed resolution framework *Correspondence: juliu@sdu.edu.cn 1 School of Information Science and Engineering, Shandong University, Shanda South Road, Jinan, China 2 Suzhou Research Institute, Shandong University, Linquan Road, Suzhou, China [6] . He had set the HR frames as the key frames and treated the LR frames as non-key frames; he improved the resolution of non-key frames by key frames information. Motion compensation algorithm in [7, 8] employs overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) and in [9] utilizes adaptive overlapped block motion compensation (AOBMC) to alleviate block artifacts and have better visual quality than OBMC. Ancuti et al. [10] utilized maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation and high-quality photographs to provide the prior information for HR frames. Najafi et al. [11] used HR frames to form a regularization function and used it for super-resolution de-blurring stage.
Tam [12] observed that, in the case of asymmetric blurring, the binocular image quality is dominated by the quality of HR view. Diogo [13] stated that the mixed resolution framework applied for multi-view video offered great data-size reduction without suffering from the significant quality degradation in stereoscopic video applications. For instance, under mobile 3D video application, the key point in design is to optimize the video bit rate to suit for the limited network bandwidth, hence the asymmetric stereoscopic video scheme is a candidate of this kind of application. Consequently, for stereoscopic video, the asymmetric stereoscopic video technique, which is utilizing a pair of lower resolution and full resolution frames to reduce the data storage requirement, is presented [14] [15] [16] . Zhang [15] stated a simultaneous method for video super-resolution and high-quality depth estimation. The iteration process is between the result of depth estimation and the result of video super-resolution until the results of both are stable. Ankit [16] introduced spatiotemporal Markov random field model to stereo superresolution for the mixed resolution stereo video.
The mixed resolution framework mentioned above is asymmetric resolution with the same frame rate, while in this paper, the framework is asymmetric resolution as well as asymmetric frame rate. We present a resolution enhancement algorithm for the asymmetric stereoscopic video. Our goal is to effectively exploit all information including lower resolution frames and full resolution frames for obtaining full resolution video. The pair of lower resolution and full resolution frames captured from two views at the same time are called synchronized frames, and others in the lower resolution view are termed as non-synchronized frames. This method has employed disparity estimation and disparity compensation for resolution enhancement of synchronized frames and applied video super-resolution based on key frames for resolution enhancement of non-synchronized frames.
The contributions of this paper are (1) introducing an asymmetric resolution and asymmetric frame rate stereoscopic framework, (2) applying normalized mutual information based on adaptive support weight stereo matching method to disparity estimation, and (3) providing a robust adaptive overlapped block motion compensation algorithm to mono-view video super-resolution. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the asymmetric resolution framework. The resolution enhancement algorithm for the mixed architecture is presented in Section 3. We show our experimental results and conclusions in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Asymmetric resolution framework
The asymmetric resolution framework is described as follows, the left view is a lower resolution with full frame rate video; the right view is a full resolution with lower frame rate video. To get the full resolution video, the resolution enhancement algorithm of the left view for asymmetric resolution framework is achieved with two steps: synchronized frames enhancement by disparity estimation and disparity compensation and non-synchronized frames enhancement by video super-resolution. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The left view outputs lower resolution frames with full frame rate, the right view outputs full resolution frames with lower frame rate. The purpose of this architecture is to reconstruct full resolution frames of the left view by using all information of the two views.
The whole enhancement process is described in the following. Firstly, the left view frames I L with lower resolution are classified into frames I L,LR1 (gray frames) synchronized with the right view full resolution frames, and non-synchronized frames I L,LR2 (white frames). I R is the full resolution frames in the right view. Disparity estimation is employed between the up-sampled I L,LR1 and I R to obtain the disparity map. Considering the tradeoff of the up-sampling quality and the computational complexity, we select the bicubic interpolation as the up-sampling method. The disparity estimation in this method utilizes normalized mutual information Then, using the disparity map, the corresponding high frequency information of I L,LR1 is warped geometrically from the full resolution I R . I L,FR1 , the full resolution of I L,LR1 , is consisted of two parts, one part is the high frequency information of I L,LR1 , and the other one is up-sampled low resolution of I L,LR1 .
At last, for the left view, the non-synchronized frames I L,LR2 use the mono-view video super-resolution method to improve the resolution. In our method, the full resolution frames I L,FR1 are regarded as key frames, and the remaining target frames apply the enhancement algorithm of AOBMC algorithm based on key frames to retrieve the lost information of I L,LR2 . Thus, I L,FR2 , the full resolution of the non-synchronized frames I L,LR2 , has been finished. The process of enhancement is elaborated in the next section in detail.
Resolution enhancement algorithm

Synchronized frames enhancement by disparity estimation
Because the asymmetric video has asymmetric frame rate, we apply stereo matching method for disparity estimation on a pair of synchronized full resolution and lower resolution frames. Stereo matching algorithms have been classified into global methods and local methods [17, 18] . Since the local algorithms are more efficient and simpler than global methods, the local methods are chosen as stereo matching algorithm in our method. Moreover, as stereo matching result is sensitive to radiometric variation, it is necessary to find a stable and robust matching cost. Mutual information, based on information theory, can be a good candidate [19] . Another local method, adaptive support weighting (ASW) algorithm [20] proposed by Yoon et al., was an effective binocular vision algorithm and could alleviate block artifacts effectively, which selected a fixed size and shape support window for each targeted pixel. The weighting of each pixel in this fixed support window was adaptive to different color similarity and different spatial distance compared with the targeted pixel.
In our method, we have presented a mutual information matching measurement based on ASW in the stereo matching method. For one pixel p in the left reference frame I L,LR1 , the corresponding pixel with the disparity d in the right reference frame I R is p d . In the asymmetric resolution framework, the left and the right reference frames I L,LR1 and I R are the synchronized frames of the left and right views. In the algorithm for fixed support window, normalized mutual information (NMI) C NMI is treated as the matching measurement for the two symmetrical support windows and is expressed as (1) N p d (x, y) is the joint probability, and
Within the allowable range of disparity
The C NMI is the matching cost for the support window, while the weighting using in ASW is related with the pixel pair. So that, the NMI measurement above has changed to suit the pixel pair. A measurement C nmi , based on the pixel-wise NMI measurement, is proposed and formulated as (3) .
Here, P(q) is the probability of pixel q in the support window N p of the pixel p in the left reference frame; P(q d ) is the probability of pixel q d in the support window N p d of the pixel p d in the right reference frame. P(q, q d ) is the joint probability of pixel q and pixel
is the joint entropy of pixel q and q d . As the left support window is fixed, P(q) is a constant. The value of P(q d ) is small changes with d by-pixel shift, such that P(q d ) is a constant approximately. In other words, the greater the value of the entropy probability of two corresponding pixels is, the less value of C nmi is. Combining the ASW method and the pixel-wise NMI algorithm, the dissimilarity function is formulated as (4) , where the C nmi is the matching cost function. It has added the weighting matrices as filter to alleviate artifacts rising from the matching error. The weights in the weighting matric are according to the difference of the two pixels in the same position within two symmetrical support windows. w(p, q) and w(p d , q d ) are weighting matrices and are taken as [20] mentioned.
The allowable range of disparity
With the disparity map, the lower resolution frame I L,LR1 is warped geometrically by the corresponding full resolution frame I R . The value of one pixel at coordinate (i, j) in the full resolution frame is given in (6), where d(i, j) is the disparity of pixel p at coordinate (i, j), I L,FR1 is the full resolution frame,
Non-synchronized frame enhancement by video super-resolution based on key frames
In this section, the full resolution frames, I L,FR1 , achieved by disparity estimation in the left view and illustrated in Section 3.1, are treated as key frames as well as reference frames. The video super-resolution we employed is the method based on adaptive overlapped block motion compensation (AOBMC) which has been detailed described in [21] , and in this paper, we state the method briefly. First of all, the motion vector field is obtained by motion estimation. The motion estimation is employing between the full resolution frames I L,FR1 and the up-sampled low resolution frames I L,LR2 in the left view.
Then, we need to distinguish the accuracy of each motion vector, two criteria have been presented. One criterion is the angle difference between the angle of current block and that of its four neighbor blocks. The formulators (7) and (8) give the difference of the angles.
In the formulators, θ(·) represents a vector direction whose value ranges from 0 to 2π . MV T and MV F represent the motion vector of the current block and the mean motion vector of the neighbor (top, bottom, left, and right) blocks surrounding T, respectively. Another measurement is the normalized sum of absolute difference (SAD norm ). The SAD norm is defined as follows.
T is the current block of the current frame I L,LR2 , and R is the matching block in the adjacent full resolution frame I L,FR1 . The value of SAD norm is maintained in the range from 0 to 1 and would not occur big change if the difference of the two blocks is great. The reliability of one 
(10) Fig. 3 Zoomed portion in the left view. From left to right, resolution enhancement results of different methods (ground truth, method in [16] , in [20] , in [23] , and the proposed method). From up to down test videos (Book_Arrival, Bullinger, Car, Stone) where R n (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) represent the matching block of the current block and that of the top, bottom, left, and right blocks of the current block in the adjacent frame I L,FR1 ; R n (i, j) is the value of the high frequency information of the matching block; w n are weighting matric and the weightings are taken as [21] . At last, the pixel value in the full resolution frame I L,FR2 is achieved by adding the high-frequency information T high (i, j) into the up-sampled I L,LR2 (i, j), which is described in the following formula,
From the four stages mentioned above, the enhancement of the non-synchronized frames has been completed, and the left view has been improved to the full resolution version.
Experimental results and analysis
In order to verify the performance of the resolution enhancement algorithm proposed for asymmetric resolution stereo video, we used four stereo videos for testing, namely Book_Arrival, Bullinger, Car, and Stone [22] , with resolution 432 × 240, as shown in Fig. 2 . Experimental environment is dual Inter Xeon E5420 4 core CPU at 2.0 Ghz and 8 Gb RAM, running under Microsoft Windows 7 ×64 SP1 operating system. The left view is twice spatial down-sampled of the original left view; and the right view is the odd frames extracted from the original right view.
The computational complexity is according to the whole resolution enhancement algorithm. In the stage of synchronized frames enhancement, disparity estimation is pixel-based; hence, the computational complexity of this stage is proportional to the size of resolution basically. In the stage of non-synchronized frames enhancement, each frame has been divided into blocks with same size; each block has the same three steps, namely, motion estimation, motion vector refinement, and motion compensation. With the same block size, the computational complexity of this stage is also in proportion to the resolution size. On the whole, the computational complexity is in proportion to resolution.
Here, we test the resolution enhancement results of the left view with two parts, synchronized frames resolution enhancement by NMI method based on ASW and non-synchronized frames resolution enhancement based on AOBMC algorithm. The following two subsections, Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, have evaluate the proposed method in detail.
Evaluation of synchronized frames resolution enhancement
The proposed method has compared with the ASW [20] , the segmentation-based adaptive weight method (SS-AW) [23] , and the spatio-temporal Markov random field (MRF) method [16] . We employ these methods frameby-frame to each test video and compute the mean and the maximum objective measurements of every frame. The objective peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) [24] , and the visual effect of the synchronized frames are shown in Tables 1 and  2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. For visual results, Fig. 3 shows the zoom-in portions of one frame of each test video. Tables 1 and 2 show the mean and maximum values of PSNR and SSIM. The proposed method has the highest PSNR and SSIM values in all test videos, except for the test video Bullinger. For the Bullinger, the mean value of the proposed method is 0.5 dB lower than that of MRF, and the maximum value is only 0.22 dB lower than that of MRF; but the proposed method has a good visual appearance. The visual results show that, compared with the three methods, the proposed method in object edge has more accurate results, like stripe on the cup and green square in Book, and car window edge in Car. As the method uses the stability of NMI and deblocking of ASW method, the results demonstrate a good visual and objective quality. 
Evaluation of non-synchronized frames resolution enhancement
In this section, the full resolution of synchronized frames in the left view, enhanced by NMI method based on ASW, are used as key frames for the non-synchronized frames of the left view. Comparison is between the proposed method and OBMC in [7] . With the same synchronized frames results, different motion compensation algorithms are taken and results have presented in Tables 3 and 4 and Fig. 4 , respectively. The motion estimation algorithm is UMHexgonS (Unsymmetrical-cross Multi-Hexagongrid Search) algorithm, and the block size we take is 16 × 16. Tables 3 and 4 show the mean and maximum value of PSNR and SSIM of the non-synchronized frames. The proposed method has the highest PSNR value as well as the highest SSIM score. In the comparison of PSNR, the mean value of the proposed method is about 0.61 dB higher than that of the other three. In the comparison of SSIM, the mean value of the proposed method is about 0.013 higher than that of the other three.
From Fig. 4 , we could conclude that result combined with NMI based on ASW method and AOBMC algorithm is the best one. AOBMC algorithm is the best one since it applies different weighting matrics and motion vector classification compared with the other two. Consequently, video super-resolution based on AOBMC algorithm can be used both in mono-view and asymmetric stereoscopic video effectively, and when using in the asymmetric stereo video, the high-resolution frames should be achieved first.
Conclusions
In this paper, resolution enhancement algorithm in the asymmetric resolution stereo video to achieve full resolution stereo video is studied. The quality of the lower resolution view in the asymmetric framework has been improved via the disparity estimation and the motion compensation algorithm. The disparity estimation employs normalized mutual information based on adaptive support weighting; the motion compensation utilizes adaptive overlapped block motion compensation. Experimental results show that our method utilizing disparity compensation and motion compensation could give both good visual and good objective qualities.
